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Release Notes Patch Release 

Public Patch 1098 (2012-08-01) 

1. Origin Product/Version 

Open-Xchange Server 6 v6.20.6-rev3 

2. Packages shipped with this Patch Release 

 Open-Xchange Server 6 v6.20.6-rev4 

3. Bugs fixed with this Patch Release 

22701 OSX 10.8 client stuck after HTTP 500 error  
Throwing HTTP 403 instead of HTTP 500 for CalDAV requests lacking 
proper permissions for a specific resource 

 
22697 The format for lists will be reset if the backspace key is used 

An issue has been observed with TinyMCE removing formatting options 
when deleting text content within bullet-lists. This has been solved by 
updating TinyMCE to the latest version.  

 
22695 CalDAV not working with OSX 10.8 

With OSX 10.8, the useragent for the calendar application has been 
modified. Since some setups (like Univention-based OX products) use 
useragent-matching, synchronization was not possible anymore. This 
has been solved by applying the corresponding useragents to UCS 
scripts and to the general documentation. 

 
22689 The server responds "403" to operation 

CalDAVWriteEntityQueueableOperation  
Provide empty default alarms. No side effects expected; however, 
pending client-side modifications may need to be restored by clicking 
"Revert to Server" in the error dialog of the Calendar client 

 
22686 Unable to synchronize calendar using CalDAV and OSX 10.8  

The behavior of the OSX calendar application has changed. Now setting 
content-type in PROPPATCH multistatus responses  
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22649 Unable to scroll mail content with OSX 10.8  
A browser bug has been identified at Safari 6 which made scrolling via 
gestures impossible. This has been solved by adding a browser-specific 
workaround not to wait until the while content has been rendered before 
applying custom styles.  

 
22613 Replying to a mail puts original mail right after the salutation 

Inserted line-break to properly separate salutation from text 
 

Changes of Configuration Files 

- none - 

Changes of Database Schemes 

- none - 

Changes of Command Line Tools 

- none - 

Changes of Behavior 

- Several changes have been introduced to the handling of CalDAV requests to 
provide support for Mac OSX 10.8 as a client. These changes are transparent 
to the user. 

- When using Safari, text within the E-Mail body will be rendered first before 
applying custom styles at the web interface. This can cause very short 
flickering when displaying larger mails, depending on browser and client 
performance. 

Changes of Packaging 

- none - 

Changes of Front-End Customizations 

- none - 

4. Changes relevant for Developers 

Changes of the HTTP API 

- none - 

Changes of the RMI API 

- none - 
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Changes of the SOAP API 

- none - 

Changes of the WebDAV API 

- none - 

Changes of the GUI-API 

- none - 
 

 

5. Tests 

 The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes.  
To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated smoke and 
regression test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server 
setup. 

 In addition all bug fixes have been checked for potential side effects or changed 
 behavior. Unless explicitly stated with one of the bug entries above, we do not 
 expect other side effects. 
 

6. Fixed bugs 

22695, 22686, 22649, 22613, 22697, 22689, 22701 


